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The Black Consciousness Movement generated considerable tension within the historical profession. White historians, who were still the gatekeepers in graduate training, research funding, and publication, sought to defend the discipline from what they saw as the danger of Black Nationalism. Arthur Schlesinger Jr., for example, dismissed Black Nationalism as emotionalism with no place in the rational discipline of history. He opined that "...as we proceed to widen our range and bring the neglected variety and grandeur of our national life into the forefront of historical understanding, we historians will do everything we can to preserve the integrity of the historical discipline."'5 In a similar but more indirect vein, C. Vann Woodward cautioned against creating myths, exaggerating the past, or celebrating the obscure for contemporary purposes.16 These reservations seemed to emanate more from the fear of losing hegemony over Afro-American historiography than from a real understanding of Black Nationalism.
The Black Consciousness Movement, especially as it influenced the wave of young black historians who received their graduate education during the late 1960s, helped to extricate Afro-American historiography from the mainstream of American History. Many white historians also became sensitive to new directions for writing AfroAmerican History. August Meier has recently observed that a different paradigm for Afro-American historiography developed during the 1960s. It did not emphasize black contributions to the general course of American History nor overly concern itself with black and white relations. 17 Afro-American historiography after the 1960s was no longer an appendage to the main currents of American History. It expressed a distinctiveness that would not be overwhelmed by or submerged to the American saga.
The recognition, growing out of the Black Consciousness Movement, that AfroAmericans had created and sustained a viable culture undergirded the new approach to Afro-American History. Many scholars, both black and white, had heretofore denied the existence of a concrete Afro-American culture, or they reluctantly acknowledged the possibility that a sub-culture might exist which was at best an aberration of the dominant American culture. They had rejected the idea of cultural transmission from Africa. Moreover, they had not seen anything significant enough in the African background to assist transplanted Africans in their adjustment to American society. The passage of time, acculturation, and the dynamics of racial oppression, in their estimation, had obliterated any traces of African culture and prevented the emergence of an Afro-American culture.'8 This conceptualization of the AfroAmerican past ignored the focus of cultural interaction, excluded any African component, or dismissed cultural retention without the identical material base that originally fostered it.
Most black historians approached the Afro-American past as inextricably bound with the growth of American society. They did not criticize the structure of American society except in its exclusion of black people. As Vincent Harding has noted, they did not analyze the systemic barriers to black equality or incisively critique a racist America.19 John Hope Franklin, for example, in his preface to the first edition of From Slavery To Freedom, the standard survey of Afro-American History, explained that "the task here [is] to tell the story of the process by which the Negro has sought to cast his lot with an evolving American civilization."20 With the major exception of W. E. B. DuBois, few black historians sought the lineaments of an AfroAmerican culture, its origin, trajectory, and importance.
To understand the content, methodology, and interpretation of Afro-American History for the post-1960s, it is necessary to survey the prior concerns and approaches of black historians. Three broad topics have dominated Afro-American historiography and heretofore preoccupied black historians. The African background, Slavery, and Reconstruction have been the primary areas of investigation. The interpretation of those topics has been through revisionist, hidden-hand, contributionist, cyclical, and liberal methodologies. Revisionism has been the overarching mode of writing about Afro-Americans to correct the misconceptions of Americans in general and white historians in particular. The hidden-hand was basically the approach of pre-twentieth century black historians to discern the work of God in human affairs. In Redding's words, race relations was the paradigm and "practically a synonym for Afro-American history."33 Prior to the 1960s, black historians have been preoccupied with racist thought and unsympathetic race relations as barriers to equality. They have written for a white audience to convince it of a worthy Afro-American past and hopefully of accepting black people into American society. Concomitantly, they have also appealed to a black audience, to promote pride its heritage and to inspire the will to struggle for equality.
Standing in the way of that objective was the prevalent interpretation of Reconstruction. Many white historians characterized the period as a "Tragic Era".34 They depicted black people as having been rushed into freedom and hastily involved in politics as Republican officeholders, whose supposed ignorance, corruption, and misfeasance in state and local offices practically crippled the South with huge debts. White Democrats therefore had to seize control of southern government, disfranchise the freedmen, and segregate them in most areas of public life to rescue the South. Reconstruction became the compelling arena of historical investigation for black historians during the first half of the twentieth century, much as the African background had been a dominant theme before the Civil War. Black historians had to expose misconceptions about Reconstruction to remove the props for disfranchisement and segregation.
W. E. B. DuBois, in his classic book, Black Reconstruction, refuted the three major myths about black people during the era. In school textbooks especially, the nation's youth learned that all black people were "ignorant", "lazy, dishonest, and extravagant", and "responsible for bad government during Reconstruction". Dubois' chapter "The Propaganda of History" revealed how American History had been abused to oppress black people. He wrote that "The treatment of the period of Reconstruction reflects small credit upon American historians as scientists. We have too often a deliberate attempt so as to change the facts of history that the story will make pleasant reading for Americans."35 Since DuBois' work, there has been a gradual change in the interpretation of Reconstruction. The legacy of slavery and the persistence of Afro-American oppression are now being examined against a backdrop of the South's political economy. Economic historians, in particular, have recently studied the South's underdevelopment, its plantation economy, and its repressive political system that represented the interests of large white landholders.50 Black people, of whom 86.6% lived in rural sections of twelve southern states in 1860 and 83.3% in 1910,51 were caught in a lattice of socio-economic and political circumstances that prevented the broad capital formation, property-holding, political participation, and skill acquisition that might have enabled them to rise above the status they occupied as slaves.
For the post 1960s era, the African background, Slavery, and Reconstruction will probably not loom as large as specific topics in Afro-American historiography. The hidden-hand, revisionist, contributionist, cyclical, and liberal interpretations have lost their urgency. The hidden-hand approach has basically been discarded as a historical methodology. Revisionism has receded especially as black historians themselves increasingly define the terrain of Afro-American historiography. There will probably always be a need to correct myths, distortions, and omissions about black people, but hopefully it will no longer preoccupy Afro-American historians. Revisionism is a confining methodology because it operates within a paradigm established by others. They pose the questions, determine the issues, and in large measure define the framework for debate. Revisionists react to premises that often dictate the line of argument. Toni Cade Bambara, in a passage from her novel The Salt Eaters, graphically elucidates this danger. One of her characters reasons that ". . .the Negro people werefours (emphasis added) and so long as they paid more attention to folks trying to pen them in, hem them in, box them in on all four sides thinking they had them in prison than to the work at hand, why then they would never get a spare moment to look up at the sun and build."52
The contributionist approach no longer retains its saliency, especially in proving that black people have been an integral part of the American landscape. This approach has generally concentrated on individual rather than group dynamics. It has neglected the interaction of different forces that have affected the black historical experience. Benjamin Quarles has reminded us, however, that Afro-American history benefits a number of publics. It addresses the black masses to provide a sense of heritage, pride in the past, and challenge for the future. The emphasis here, in large measure, is on the great personality, although with some attention to group achievement. In its exploration of past problems and solutions, Afro-American History offers background information for black activists. It serves black academicians, and for them, it has "....a reflective,judicial tone, taking its cue from the careful winnowing and sifting that preceded it." Finally, it informs a white audience about the real nature of this country's past.53
These four publics present an awesome challenge to Afro-American historians. It will take exceptional individuals to speak to them all simultaneously. There will probably have to be some division of labor among Afro-American historians. Many will engage in primary research, the miners, seeking new information and ways to interpret the past. Others, the refiners, will relate this knowledge to broader audiences. Ideally, the same practitioners might function in different arenas, i.e. scholarly publications, the popular media, and public forums. Afro-American historians, above all, can not cloister themselves in ivory towers and become minutiae experts, so withdrawn from reality that they can only converse with other specialists in the field. Afro-American historiography must be more utilitarian than aesthetic, as the AfroAmerican historian's purpose should be to examine the past as it relates specifically to black people for greater understanding of the present and for informed decisions about the future.
There will probably continue to be a place for contributionism especially for black youth. They need didactic symbols for growth and development. The masses, moreover, are more apt to gain insight into the Afro-American past through biography. Too much has been made of the dangers that Afro-American historiography might fall into myth making and hero worship. C. Vann Woodward, in his 1969 Organization of American Historians' presidential address, warned against exaggeration or celebration of the obscure.54 Nathan I. Huggins cautioned against creating a fantasy of the impossible by imagining invincible black heroes. He opined that "it is far better for blacks to understand their past realistically, so that they will know where they stand in relation to power and be able to judge the probable effects of their action."55 It depends on whose vantage is used to determine their position. For too long, it was the oppressor's point of view that made black struggle and victory seem impossible. Black youngsters do require heroic images to lift their sights beyond their immediate environment. There are more than enough examples of black struggle, failure and achievement for this purpose. They do not have to be invented.
Black historians, in the main, have abandoned liberalism in their writing. They do not perceive the Afro-American past as an inexorable procession toward freedom and equality. Moreover, the notion of an American melting pot wherein different peoples have become an ideal type has lost its worth as a means of examining the past. There is a greater tendency to criticize the American socio-political and economic system not solely for its exclusion of black people but also for its structural imperfections that have allowed racism and class oppression to thrive. Mary F. Berry and A. Leon Higginbotham have indicted the American legal system for its conscious abuse of black people.56 Huggins, with the type of insight that black historians can not avoid as they read the record, has now concluded that America was born in tyranny.57 Lerone Bennett Jr., has systematically explored the structural and functional barriers to black equality in the emerging American nation.58 Many black historians have heeded Sterling Stuckey's injunction that "It is the system itself which needs to be investigated, the system whose jails and prisons are almost bursting at the seams with black prisoners..." He suggested that "It is not the victim who is most in need of study -it is the executioner. Earl E. Thorpe has reflected that "Each generation, depending on its problems and needs, must select and arrange the specific facts which form the best system for its own inspiration and guidance." He has suggested further that "It is because the past is a guide with roads pointing in many directions that each generation and epoch must make its own studies of history."66 The writing of Afro-American History has evolved to the point that we are now able to sketch the conceptual and methodological issues that give it a coherence of its own. Moreover, the place of Afro-Americans in American society and in a global context differs dramatically from beforehand and therefore dictates a fresh appraisal. As the presence of a viable Afro-American culture has become essential to understanding our past, we need to give greater attention to its content during different eras and in different locations.
Although Afro-American historiography, with its own conceptual and methodological concerns, is now poised to illuminate the Afro-American past in a manner that will broaden and deepen our knowledge of black people in this country. The writing of Afro-American History is no longer undertaken principally to revise the work of wrongheaded white historians, to discern divine providence, to show black participation in the nation's growth and development, to prove the inevitability of black equality, or to demonstrate the inexorable progress made by Afro-Americans. It is conducted as a distinct area of inquiry, within the discipline of history, with black people as its primary focus to reveal their thought and activities over time and place. 
